
KR3 SAFETY FLOOR CLEANER has been formulated specifically for the 
machine cleaning and maintenance of specialist anti slip floors.

ADVANTAGES TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

 Formulated for the cleaning and maintenance of specialist 
anti slip floor surfaces, finishes and coverings often found 
in kitchens, food factories, schools, hospitals, institutions, 
shower rooms, bath areas etc.

 Highly effective on: grease and oils, food fats, soap films and 
rubber marks.

 Suitable for machine application, the product may also be 
used for general cleaning by spraying, wiping or with mop 
and bucket.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. For light duty cleaning dilute with up to 80 parts water.
2. For general cleaning dilute with 30 parts water.
3. For heavy cleaning dilute with 10 parts water.
4. Apply with mop and bucket or via scrubbing machine  

for one pass cleaning.
5. Wipe, mop or rinse using clean water.

Removes scuffs, grease, grime and fatty deposits from  
anti-slip floors.

CHSA award winning product.

Highly concentrated.

Non caustic formula, ideal for use around soft metals and 
galvanised surfaces.

Suitable for use on safety and anti-slip floors within schools, 
hospitals, nursing homes, leisure complexes, warehouses and 
other industrial environments.

Highly economical in use.

Medium to heavy duty cleaner.

Non perfumed.

C408

Setting the Standard in Cleaning & Maintenance

SAFETY FLOOR CLEANER
Specialist cleaner for anti-slip floors, removing scuffs,  
grease, grime and fatty deposits
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PRECAUTIONS

Avoid spilling, skin and eye contact.

STORAGE PRECAUTIONS

Store at moderate temperatures in a dry place.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Health and Safety Data sheet available separately.

TECHNICAL DATA

APPEARANCE Liquid

COLOUR Red

ODOUR Mild

RELATIVE DENSITY 1.014 @ 20°C

pH-VALUE, CONC. 
SOLUTION

1.06

PACK SIZES 5 litre

WASH & RESTORE
Floor maintainer for polished or 

natural shiny floors

VINYL & QUARRY
Premium pine fragranced floor cleaner

BUFF & RESTORE
High shine spray buff floor maintainer

S1 SUPERMAX HARD 
SURFACE CLEANER

A multi purpose cleaner and sanitiser
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RELATED PRODUCTS

SAFETY FLOOR CLEANER
Specialist cleaner for anti-slip floors, removing scuffs,  
grease, grime and fatty deposits


